Authorities ID person of interest as Saudi national in marathon bombings, under guard at Boston hospital

• By Post Staff Report
• April 15, 2013 | 8:28pm
• Photo: AP

• Police clear the area at the finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon.
Citizen Journalism

Balanced but on Display with KMBC.TV “The Chat” and “The Wrap”
KMBC.TV

- KMBC News Anchor Live Chats

RE: Immigration - 11 million is an underestimation. The CBO after looking over the bill estimated 46 million illegals.
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KMBC.TV

- KMBC News Anchor Live Chats
- During the 5 and 6 p.m. newscasts
- Viewers submit can use chat room
- Also Facebook, Twitter, Google+
Crowd-sourcing on social media

Customer skips tip because server is gay. This happened in Overland Park. The Carrabba's customer instead left a note saying "we cannot in good conscience tip you, for your homosexual lifestyle is an affront to God." Many of you just saw this on KMBC and are reacting in the chat. We're live now on http://www.kmbc.tv/

...this was the reaction last night within 2 hours
Testimonials and Tips from Viewers

Tornado siren test fails in Blue Springs, concerned residents call 911
Sirens went off during thunderstorm

UPDATED: 8:25 AM CDT Jul 04, 2013

STORM SIREN CONCERNS

KELLY ECKERMAN
KMBC 9 NEWS

IS THERE A TORNADO IN BLUE SPRINGS??????????????????????
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Testimonials and Tips from Viewers

- Siren test during storm
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- Siren test during storm
- Viewers flooded chat
Testimonials and Tips from Viewers

- Tornado siren test fails in Blue Springs, concerned residents call 911
  *Sirens went off during thunderstorm*
  
  UPDATED: 8:25 AM CDT Jul 04, 2013

- Viewers flooded chat
- Tipped KMBC to call authorities
Testimonials and Tips from Viewers

- Siren test during storm
- Viewers flooded chat
- Tipped KMBC to call authorities
- City spokesperson joined KMBC 9 on the phone during 6 p.m. newscast
Trending

Ex. Pant-Sagging Ordinance

- 5K+ Likes on Facebook
- 27 hundred comments
- Nearly 2K Facebook Shares

...all within 12 hours
Guests

• An add-on webcast featuring the best viewer comments during the newscast chats

• Opportunity to:
  – Answer questions
  – Have guests in studio

• KCPD Chief Darryl Forte interview last month
Guests

• Lindey Recovers from local abuse case
  – KMBC 9 Folo
  – News you can Use for families interested in adoptions